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Policy statement relating to Sharing of Electronic Material/Media
 
 
OPM RFC understands and recognises that websites can be a positive way of 
communicating but acknowledges the risks that are associated with internet use
 
OPM RFC are legally responsible for their website content and will ensure wherever 
possible that there is nothing included which could harm any child, directly or 
indirectly.   
 
OPM RFC will not permit the sharing of any inappropriate material via any form of 
media. 
 
OPM RFC advises all players, parents, managers, coaches or anyone associated 
with the club, that with regards to comments made on social network sites, posting 
comments directed towards match officials, other players, other teams, other 
coaches/managers or anyone else connected to OPM RFC
proven to be in breach of the
club’s disciplinary procedures.
 
 
Further information on Cyber-
Toolkit. 
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Policy statement relating to Sharing of Electronic Material/Media

OPM RFC understands and recognises that websites can be a positive way of 
communicating but acknowledges the risks that are associated with internet use

OPM RFC are legally responsible for their website content and will ensure wherever 
there is nothing included which could harm any child, directly or 

OPM RFC will not permit the sharing of any inappropriate material via any form of 

OPM RFC advises all players, parents, managers, coaches or anyone associated 
e club, that with regards to comments made on social network sites, posting 

comments directed towards match officials, other players, other teams, other 
or anyone else connected to OPM RFC, whose comments are 

proven to be in breach of the club’s Code of Conduct will be dealt with within the 
club’s disciplinary procedures. 

-Guidance is available in the RFU Safeguarding 
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